Introduction
This work aims a t defining an expressive language allowing t,o specify and prove niat,hematical properties in which functions and predicat#es can be defined by rewrite rules, hence enabling the automatic proof of equational problenis.
The Calculus of Constructions. The quest for such a language started wit,h Girard's system F [19] on one hand and De Bruijn's Aut,omath project, [18] on the other hand. Later, Coquand and Huet combined both calculi into the Calculus of Construct.ions (CC) [lo] . As i n systeni F, in CC, data structures are defined by using an inipredicative encoding which is difficult to use in practice. Following Martin-Lof's theory of types [24] , Coquand and Paulin-Mohring defined an extension of CC with inductive types and t,heir associated induction principles as first-class objects : t>he Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) [26] which is the basis of the proof-assistant Coq [17] . ibility of two expressions may require the use of external specialized tools like CiME [ l G ] or ELAN [15] . pairs 1 -i r made of two terms 1 a@ r such that 1 is an algebraic term of the form f ( l ) T)U into II(T, [.] U)) for which higher-order patternmat,ching is not necessary.
Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce the Calculus of Algebraic Constructions and our notations. In Section 3, we present our general syntactic conditions. In Section 4 , we apply our result to CIC and NDM. In Section 5 , we summarize the main contributions of our work and, in Section G , we give future directions of work. Detailed proofs can be found in [4] .
The Calculus of Algebraic
Constructions (CAC)
Syntax and notations
We assume the reader familiar with the basics of rewriting [ I 11 and typed A-calculus [a] .
Sorts and symbols.
Throughout. the paper, we let S = {*,U} he the set of sorts where * denotes the impredicative universe of propositions and 0 a predicative universe conta.ining *. 
Typing
Types of symbols. We assume given a function T which, to each symbol f, associates a term -rj, called its type, of the form (2 : ?)U with 1 5 1 = of. In contrast wit,h our own previous work [5] or the work of Barbanera, FernAndez and Geuvers [ l ] , symbols can have polymorphic as well as dependent types, as it is the case in CIC.
Typing. An environment r is an ordered list of pairs x i : T, saying that xi is of type T,. The t.yping relation of the C~I C U~U S , k, is defined by the rules of Figure 1 (where s, s' E S). [31, 11. In the following subsection, we give sufficient. condit~ions for it,. The second step is to prove that, the recluction relation -+ is weakly or strongly norrnalizing, hence that every well-typed t,erm has a normal form. Toget,her with t.he confluence, this implies the decidability of the 
In our example, it suffices tto take r = A:*, E : A , e : l 
i s t ( A ) , P : l i s t ( A )
and p = {-4' I-) A } . One may wonder how to check these conditions. In pract,ice, the symbols are incrementally defined. So 
The set of defined sy?nbols is 7?F = F\CF. The set of
The constructors of C not. only include t.he constructors in the usual sense but every defined symbol whose output t,ype is C . For esample, the symbols 0 : i d , 
I n d ( C )
positions, accessible positions.
The accessible posit,ioIis a.llow the user to describe which pat.t.erns can be used for defining functions, and the inductive positions allow to describe the arguments on which the free predicat,e symbols should be nio~io-tone. This allows us to generalize the not,ion of posit%ivit,Y used in CIC. by induct,ion on T as follows :
where 6 E { --+ } . -+ = -% --= +. Although we do not explicitly forbid t o have nonstrictly positive predicate symbols, the admissibility conditions we are going t,o describe in the following subsections will not enable us to define funct,ions on such a predicate. The same restriction applies on CIC while the system of Walukiewicz [SO] is restricted to basic predicates and t,he AR,-cube [l] or NDM [13] are restricted to primitive and non-dependent predicates. However, in the following, for lack of space, we will restrict our attention t o basic predicates.
--.
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General Schema
The constructors of primitive predicates (remember that they include all syiiibols whose output type is a primitive predicate), defined by usual first-orcler rules, are easily shown to be strongly normalizing since the combinatmion of first-order rewriting with t p preserves strong normalization [8] .
On the other hand, in the presence of higher-order rules, few techniques are known :
0 Van Here, we present a n ext,ension of t,lie General Schema defined in [5] to deal with t,ype-le\d rewriting, the main novelty of our paper.
The General Schema is based on Tait and Girard's computability predicat,e t,eclinicpe [19] T h e idea of the General Schema is t,hen to define, from a left-hand side of rule f(r), a set, of right-hand sides r t,hat are computable whenever the li's are coniputahle. This set is built, from t.he variables of the left-hand side, called uccessible , t,liat, are computable whenever the li's are computable, and is then closed by computability-preserving operations.
For the sake of simplicity, two sequences of arguments of a symbol f will he compared in a lexicographic manner. But it is possible to do these coniparisons in a niultiset manner or with a simple combination of lexicographic and niriltiset comparisons (see [4] for details).
Definition 7 (Accessibility) A pair ( U , U) is accessible in a pair ( t , T ) , written ( t , T ) D1 ( U , U ) , if ( t , T ) = (c(ii),C(C)y) and ( u , U ) = (zij,UJy) with c a constructor of type r, = ( j j : G)c(c), y = { j j e 6 )
and j E ilcc(c).
For esample, in the definition of app previously given, A', .c and e are all accessible in t = c o n s ( i l ' , x , e ) : ( t , l i s t ( i l ) ) D1 (-A',*), (t,list(-4)) D I   ( 2 , -4') and ( t , list(.4)) ~1 (e, list(-4') ). . . . The simplicitmy condit,ion in ( A s ) extends t,o t.he case of rewrit.ing the rest,riction in CIC of st,rong elimination to "small" induct,ive t,ypes, that is, to t,he types whose const,ruct,ors have no preclicate-arguments except. t,he paraniet,ers of t.he t,ype.
Definition 8 (Derived type)
The safeness condit,ion in ( A 4 ) means t,liat one cantiot, [IO pat.t,erti-n.iat,cfi'iiig or eclua1it)g test,s on precIicat,eargument.s t,hat. are itecessary for t,yping other arguments. 1 1 1 her est,ension of HORPO tmo t,he C:alculus of Cotistriict,ions, Walukiewicz requires similar contliTlie tion-cluplicat,ioii condition in (A.1) eiisures t,he mod ii I ar i t,?; of t, he s t, rong ii or n I a1 i z a t ion . I ndeecl i 11 general, t.he combination of two strongly normalizing rewrit,e syst,ems is not, st,rongly normalizing. We can now stat,e our main result,. You can find a clet,ailed proof in [4] .
Theorem 14 (Strong normalization) .4ny admis-
sible CAC: is st.rongiy normalizing.
The proof is based on Coclua.nd ancl Gallier's est,ension to the Calculus of Constructions [9] of Tait. and Girard's computability predicate technique [19] . A s explained before, the idea is t o define an interpretation for each type and to prove that each well-typed t,erni belongs to the interpretation of its type.
The main difficulty is to define a n interpretation for predicate symbols that is invariant by reduction, a condition required by the type conversion rule (conv).
Thanks to the positivity conditions, the interpretat,ion of a free predicate symbol can be defined as the least fispoint of a monotone function over the lattice of computability predicates.
For the defined predicate symbols, it depends on the kind of system (DF' , R p p ) is. If it is primitive then we simply interpret it as the set of strongly nornializable terms. If it is positive then, thanks to the positivity condition, we can interpret it as a least fixpoint.
Finally, if it is recursive then we can define its interpretation recursively, the General Schema providing a well-founded definition. In CIC. one has st.rictly-posit.ive induct,ive types and the corresponding induction principles. We recall t,he syntax and t,he t.yping rules of CXC but., for the sake of simplicit,y, n e will restrict our att,ention t,o basic inductive types and non-dependent eliminat,ion schemas.
For a coniplet,e present,at,ion, see [4] . The typing rules for these const,ruct,ioiis are given in We define the translation ( ) by induct,ion on t.he
where Iizrll is a symbol of type (2: (-i))*. 0 By assumption, Ci = (t : B ) S 6 . We define
(~o n s t , r ( i , I ) ) = [T : G ]~o n s t r f ( = 3
where Constri is a symbol of type ( ? : ( g ) ) I n . d r ( ( i S i ) ) .
where SEllm? is a symbol of type (f: (F) 
GIG + Rewriting
As a combination of the two previous a,pplicat,ions, our work shows tha.t the ext,ension of CIC-wit,h userdefined rewrite rules, even at t,he predicate-level, is sound if these rules follow our admissibility condit,ions.
A s an example, we consider simplification rules on propositions that are not, defimble in CIC. Assunie that we have tthe synibols V :* -+ * -+ *, A :* -+ * + *, 7 : * -+ *, I : *, T : *, and the rules :
The predicate constructors V, A, . . , are all primitive.
The rewrite system is primitive, algebraic, strongly normalizing and confluent (this can be automatically proved by CiME [IS]). Since it is left-linear, its combination with -+o is confluent [29] . Therefore, it is an adriiissible CAC. But it lacks many other rules [20] which requires rewriting modulo associativity and conimutativity, an extension we leave for future work.
Conclusion
We have defined an extension of t,he Calculus of Constructions by funct,ions and predicates defined with rewrite rules. The main contributions of our work are the following :
